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This brie -seiijtechnicil .haildbook describing- the various 4sta systems
of the Hatiohercenter 'for He 11.' Statistics has been_:Cretted to',sery,e

k

a variety of heeds. Thp grei need was for a publication bringing
.,. \

together deacriptiVel material , i.,one. cover. For the riser who needscover.
.fmortidatailedi--technibal kno -these systems, i this is available
In Wiverarfe publications for dual-pprograms; It is expected

.. . .that .rthis aumary publication serve the needs of many ,

visitlirW to the Center, as, weli.- hose. : others ,at- the Federal,
State;-andlocal levels 'needing underata 'ythe structure and scope

i,of its programs.

e feature t should he- carefully noted is he flexible nature o- . ,

ny of thise tsurveys.;- Tile?, while,a*are of the need for atandard'
measuremeat'-9V44 time, also charts .nth- else demands for 'Taw \data.
SysteMatic reviwg.tlead to carefI iitisions and ,additions as the needs
are identified. --3,Thetr necaagary; new a iy,activities are also designed, . .
and fielded:'. uls,, periodit,-chansts . his handbook are anticipated
as these revis o aa. 'are, da,,-v ''',"- '. \.'
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The National Center \for Health Statistics (NCHS) is one of the major
Federal statistical Orgai4zations. NCHS operates-a diverse,survey an
inventory program thakencompasses its legislative authorization td.
collect statistios'on:\ (a) the extent and nature of illness and disa-,

bility of lipopulation of the United States,. including life,'expectancy,.
the incid of and chronic illnesses, and infant and-
maternq/ mOrbidity_and mortality; (b) the impact'of illness and disability
of the yPulation on the economy of the Hni,ted Ste;tes and\on other.-
aspectsofithe'well-being of its population; (c) health resources,
including-health professionals hy specialty and type of practice, and
thpsupply of serviceaby hospitals, extended care facilities, home
ea4h agenCies, "and_ other health institutions; (d) Utilization of\hedlth.

care, including utilization of ambulatory health'servicea,--services of
hospitals, extended care.facilities, home health agencIesand Other
institutions; (e)'health care costa and finankng; and. ( ) faMily
formation, growth, and dissolution.,

This document provides brief descr'fptions of each of the dat4 systems
operated by NCHS Each_project desoription_cantaina_a atatement_of_the1_____ _statement
pgrpose of the dataayStem, the Contents-Of the data ollection inastru
.ment,,an overview of the data collection process, and n in\dicatIcin of
the` availability of_the data to the public.

'21111-AD1IILLILYf Data-
, .

Data collection activities of the Center are subject to he specific
:provisions of-both the Privacy Act of_1974_(P-L/,93-579) and the Health
Services Researdh, Health Statistics, and Medicai\Libra es Act of 1974
(P:L. 93,-353).. The Privacy Act covers all tfderally sp1sored and
operated. data collection that involves creation of a'system,of records
containing unique personal Identifiers while the latter is limite1 to
a portion ofthe Public Health Service.

In keeping with the requirements of. the Privacy Act of 1974 and Center
'policy, each individual,' household', or establishmentrasked tq provide
data to the cbnter-is Informedin,writing of (I) the autliorization for
soliciting the information., and that disclosure of such infof-mtlon is
voluntary, (2) the principal pdrpdse or purposes (usually statistical
or research) for which the infortation.A.Ssintended to be used; (3) the
routine uses (as published in the !Tedekal Register"),which may be made
of the information, and (4) the effects on him, if any, of not providing
all or any,part ofthe Tequested inforhation.

4-
\

The Center is also bOund by the provi4ion of its authorizing legislation
that the information obtained in the coili-se of its statistical activities
maY not be used for any purpose other than that for whi h it was supplied
and that such information.may not- he published or released in other form



if the particular establishment or .person supplying the infor tioni or
described, in it is identifiable unless such establishielit or person'
-hag consented to ieg publication or, release, in othei-form-. Thus, the
Center assurance to respondents that data confidentiality will, beassured itia4 a legal basis.\ A a
Allnost an of data -thaE A collects are request ;under a-pledge
-.to the' respondent,; either en individual or establishment, that the
tnformation will bq itgad' ontr, 'for statistical purposes and Will not be
released cin such a way- that,indilidual persoaSh, households, or factli-
t-ieS yill'zbe identifiable. .The Center never releases information that
would identify an individuar_or,1-tonsetiold-. Some inforMak_ion is re-
leased that identifies individual facilities-. When it is planned to
Tease Such information, facility administrators are informed at the
time they provide the data which, .items I not Ve accorded
confidentidt treatment.

e,Th. HS Pc71-17- Statement. onReleage,of,Ha
Units and S ecial Tabulaio
donfidentiality

Data CollectiOn'

Individual Elemen_a
presents and ins in detail the

:Center- -does-

collects most of
of thld Census`or

ot14hav a= large--data collecpiorf. staff of--ita own
its' data through interagency agreements with the Bureau

ough cOntracts with nonfederal. organizations

It has, four a number ofc"years, been NCRS,poli to increase the capacIty
at the State level to 'collect' and d and to identifiy,.as \4.n.
the case of, vital statistics .data, instances when -it is, possible:to.\
unduplicate\ the collection of data by having it collec.ted at the Inost,
'appropriate \point. (Federal, State', or local) , and .'then making i
available "to\ others Who have nded for the data. While vital s tistics
is currently the only area in,which this method -of data collection and '
sharing ,is completely relied Upon' by NCI for the production of national
data,\ it is hoped that in the years to come other types of data may be
collected through State systems. For exatiaSle, at the, present time
sYsteMS are being built in the areas of health manpower and facilities
data and experimental wbrk has begun in other selected areas to detdr-
iRirle the feasibility of applying, this method of cooperative data
collection to the production of national statistics.

utilise

NCHS releases its data in several ways. The V
series' contains detailed reports on the _design. of g various data'
collection systems, `findings-,of methodological stndiea, and detailed
cross-tabulations of data. These reports are mailed; as, ,issued-, to
individuals who have requested to be 'on one..or more of -he Center's
mailing lists. An annual Current Listing-,and Topical I des to the Vital



,NCHS mortality and .mor +idi,ty information is coded to themost ,

ent-revidion-of-rbe-t Data fbr the approximately Year period
.priorto December-31, 197B dded to the ,Ei hth Rev ont'International

,:Clasaification ofRfaeasas, Ada i ted. or Use la- the lini d, States, aad
data colkectionirePorted beg n ag ry1979 axe coded,to,the',

. /

ninth -revision.

Data-Release MechaniaMs

NCHS'releases its data in,several ways. The V_ 1 and Health_ Stet
series contains detailed xeports on the design of various data'
collection Byte /findiigs of methodOlogleal stadies and detailed_

crow-tabUlation of data. These reports are mailed, ai issued, to
individuals who Lave .requested-to be on :`one; more 4)f the Center's
ailing lists. Ain annual Current Listin and To icatIndek.to he vital

and Health. Statistics Series published that containaa qu- _ve
list of these reports, Single copies of.Center'k

cumulative
are,availabIe

oin request at no charge.

CS

' The Center'alsolissues an annual booklet thp. describes public use:data-
tapes.availablelfor purchase. This program, begun in 1969,:periits
researchers td perfOrm:their owe analyses, of the data; Tape availabi-
lity and contents, along_withinfOrmation on ordering thetapes, are .'

detailed' in each-year's Standardized Mem-Data TapeTranscripm--7

The Advance bate reports are ,_a_ timely but brief (4-12.pages)tsummary of
newly available data on toOcs-of 4eCtal interest. These'reportshave
replaced supplements to the Monthly Vital Statistics Report for all
survey program except the natality and mortality, followback survey's.',..
Both of these'reports.are mailed, as issued, to Persons on mailing'
lists for the survey program from whose 'data' -the repbrt is generated.

Many requests for unpublished data are filled regularly using tabula
,

tions that'have been previously compiled.

In, addition, many special tabulations are prepared-each year to meet
data requests that cannot be fulfilled in any other way. When special`
tabulations are necessary the requestor is given a cost and time estimate
Tabulations and publi6 use data tapesare carefully reviewed(4einsure
that confidentiality is maintained:



C STATI_

.
Basic vitalstatistics provide& through the r gistratiOn.sys-em'come..

,,

records of live births,' deaths,_ fetal deaths, induced terminations of4
pregnancy, marriages and divorces or dIseTolutiens of.marriageW. Re-%.
gistration of these eventsAsia local and 'State function, biit unif9cra:
registration practices and u9e,-of the records for national ,statistics

.-haille been established over the;years through cooperative agreements'
.- between the States -And the National ,Cinfer-for Health StatistiCa;(*HS)States

.

.and its,predeoessor.agncie6 ,

:-.The''purpase of the baaic-vital..statistics program is:tofermulate and_
cooperative and coerdUated vitakretor0.-and vital statistics

system, promotine,highatandardrs-pf performance. The4frogam is ration-
wide in scope covering .the entire population -,.of the.TIniteestates.

:.DATA COLLECTION PROGEDU

------aoth-pron-isional-and-_ ad-v-ltal- tic are -d- ri framd-Feregisfta--
Lion system. The provisional data are obtained from counts of vital
records registered thont'refererce to 1-11r date the.event occurred
and the final data a obtained from the record and its contents, proce

,,by date of occurrenc of the even:.

,

The civil laws of every §-tate provide for .a: continuous -and permianftelli4h
death, and fetal-death registration systehr.,- in general, the loael-registTar.
of a town, city, county, orother. geographic place collects the records-
births=and,deaths occurring, ein the area; inspects, qUeries,. and corrcta
if necessary;.'maintains a local copy;. register, or.indx,''and transmits,

li
them to the ate health department. There the vital statistics office
inspects the ecords for,' promptness of filing end' for 4omplet,eness.and'°-
consistency p- information; queries if necessary; numbers, indexes; and
processes the statistical information for gate and leCal use; and IAMB-.

,
. ,

the records for permanent reference-and safe keeping. 1-Microfilmgdpies
of tike individual records or machine-readable data are transmitted ,to
the National Center for Health Statistics for use in compiling the fin
annual national vital statistics .volume.

The system for collecting national data on marriages aed'Idivorces is not
as well developed as the system' for births and deaths. All States have
marriage and divorce lawo'but, as of January 1; 1978, three'States did
not have a central file of marriage records. and four-,States did not have .

a central file of divorce records. Forty one (41) States and the District
of Columbia had been admitted to the marriage-registration area (MRA) and



28'States to the divorce-registratibn area (DRA). It is these registra-
tion-area States that provide micflofllm copies of their_marriage and'
divorce certificates or machine-readable data from which NCHS -derives

-data.on characteristics of'parriages and,divorces and the persons
involved. Even for 'final data, only counts of events are, provided by -
States that have central files but are not in the registration areas.
K9r States withosit'central registration, final counts are collected,
.from individual' counties either by the State vital statistics,offiCe or
by NCHS. An these instances some counties report only narriage licenses
issued and divorce petitions filed rather than, marriages performed and
divorces gianted.

Most State8 submit the microfilm copies of Vital certificate or. machine-
readable data tapesprepared from them to the National Cdpter for Health-
Statistics.within 90 days,following the end of each data month. Specie__
arrangements for less frequent shipments are made with smaller registra-
tion areas. Relevant informaion derived from State queries of the
original certificate and received by tIke State after shipment to NCHS are
filmed and submitted with the first shipment'following their receipt by,
the State.

Provisional vital statistics are collected and published monthly and
summarized annually. They are derived from'mdtthly reports from the
Statefs to NCHS giving the'number of certificates accepted by the State
for filing between two dStes a 'Atli apart,, without regard to actual,
date of occurrence. These reports to, NCHS are to be mailed on or before
the 25th of the month following the data month. ,.They are the source0
of the provisional vital statistics published-16 the Monthly Vital
Statistics Report (MVSR) and the Annual Summary of the MVSR. Provisional
data also include a 10-percent sample of death certificates, the Current
Mortality Sample (CMS), which-provides provisional cause-of-deathata
on a monthly basis. ,The CMS is selected by NCHS from the regular data
file of.deaths fpr those States submitting their entireamonths file by
the end of the following month. Otherwise the State is asked to provide
a sample of records on a current -basis. The sample is selected by
including each record with a given last digit in thercertificate number.

COLLECTION FORMS

To promote uniformity in the statistical information'eolleceed from 'States,
and local area for national statistical purposes, the,National Center for

s . ,Health recommends standard tertificatea or reports for birth
death, fetal. death, Induced termination of :pregnancy, marriage,. and.

divorce. The standard certificates and reports are deVeloped-coqperative
with the States and local areas. and the Federal_agency, taking into account'
the needs and problems expressed by_ t e mai6r providers and users of the

,data. They are reviewed about every n years'to ,assure that'they meet
to the fullestextent.feasible current needs as legal records and as
sources of vital and health.statiStigs. 'Although the.use ofstandard
certifiCates and ,report

, s by -StateSa,voluntary-and their form and-content,-Ns,may vary according to the'laterand:practices of each- State, 'the cqrtift:-
cages and reports inmost States'clOsely follow the standard. -4.



DATA PROCESSING METHODS

_Mhchine-readable data ate. accepted froim StateS par
Cooperative Health StatAsticalVstem:XCHSS).' fData
States are, coded -and entered on magnetic tape.

Alldeath-add-fetal death-records are procesSed For States not
participating in CHSS, a 50-percent sample Of 12na births is procesSed
by defecting records with image numbers terMinating in an evennumber.
For CESS_States the entire birth fIIC,is utilized. In general,, all
States in the marriage, and divorde registration areas thit:do not
submit these data under CESS send microfilm copies of all:their marriage

-or divorce certificates to'NCHS where-a-sanple of, the records' is selected
-and processed.

cipating in the
rom_a.11 other

RELEASE OF DATA

Vital statistics data reach the public through the iieLLifItg.111 itji
geps!rt (MVSR); supplenehts to the MVSR; VitSl Statistics of the United
States (VSUS) bound volumes issued annually; micro-data tapes (issued
annually); and Vital and Health Statistice Series reports and special
reports. Unpublished tabulationa may also be available-gym request.

The.MVSR's containing provisibnal,Fonthly counts are published within
60 days following the end o thi data month. Provisional cause-of-death
information-from the,purrent Mortality. Sample- are published a month
later; the adyance supplements to the NVSR releasing final annual statistics
are pub4ighed within 12Juonths of theLdata year; data tapes and unpublished
tabUldtions are releasekat the same time as'these'advance MVSR supplements
and thus, have a corresponding lag; series and special reports are issued
as resources permit; and the _annual VSUS's are expected to soon be dis-
tributed with about an 18 -month -lag.

For vitaIreFords names and addresses arepnot_coded and never appear on
data tapes or tabulations; certificate numbers £re never released without
wiitten permission from the States .whose records are involved; and data
tapes including data from localities having less than 250,000 population,-
are classified to reflect population size but do not reveal specific
geographic areas.

USES OF THE DATA

Vital statistics data are collected, processed, and
public use.

ade available for

Vital statistics are used in making population estimates and projec tons,.
in assessing the health of the U.S. population, in pinpointing health
problems, in measuring progress made by national health ;programs,
epidemiological studies, in marketing research, in demographic, sociological,
and economic studies,. studies o the-familyr and in numerous arid-Varied-

1



oth'er'aspeCts o
ilk and progress.

',along-the principal users he data are-other parts of the FUblicliealth
Service, such as the-Center for Disease CohticTh the-Food and Drug Admiais-,
trition, and the National Institutes of'llealtliT other Federal agencies,
such as the BuredU of the Cens4s, Ygderal Reser4ekBoard, Bureau-,of labor
Statistics, and Departments .

of Agriculture, DEkgse; and Transportation;
Members of theDnited_States Congress; State and ty governmenfs;-public
-andiprivate research J;ristitutiOns; life insurance cempahies; fatulty
and atudents of bniversities;-Aewspaper reporters and feature writers;.
andzphysicians and workers in helalth information and education groups.

understanding ouc. society. and its problems



VirusTATIsTICs FOIE

The National Mart4ity Survey acid NAtiOnal,Natelity Survey are.--,

periediC data talle4ionscrea on samples of registered deaths add

,
births oceurring during.*- alender year,. Mortality survOis were
conducted.annoally'frem,196);Oh ugh1968, and natality surveys'

.

:1963 through 1969 and AgeiWin 1972.-, A National Infant Mortality
was elso'conducted fro r 1964-66.

RPOSE AND SCOPE

e nAtional followhak- surveys
range of items which are normall'
Yrovide national estimates of bir
available from the vital Tegist
asis for evaluating the quality o

records.

nc

ohs a
tion

DESIGN

or statistical-purposes the
ded on the vital records.` They
deaths. by characteristics, not
stem. They also serve es
rmation reported on the vital

..The-bIrth or death record serves as the sampling unit, and samples of
these units are selected from a frame of recordi representing births or
-deaths registered during a given period (usually a calendar year).

'
e.sampling frame for the National Mortality Survey is the Current

Mortality SaMple (CMS), the 10-percent systematic sample of death
= ertificates reteived-each month by thelqational Center for Health
Statietics from the registration areas in the United States. The sample
for the National Mortality SurVey is a sample subselected monthly from
the CMS.

The sampling frame for the, National Natality Survey is:the file of

microfilm birth certificates received each month by NCHS_from the birth-
registration areas of the United States.. Eacp registrttion area assigns-
a number to each certificate prior to or,-doriAg 4iiming of the birth
record. A given number of consecutive tgiges constitutes a primary
sampling unit. 'Prom each primary sampling unit, one record is chosen
at 'random.

The Omple size and the total response rate. for each
was as follows: -

National MorcalitY Survey, 196

Hospitals and institUtio

Informants providing names. of
hospitals and institutions



National _ _ ality Survey,
1964-65

National Infant Mortality
Survey, 1964765.

.National Natality Survey., 1963:-

others
Physicians
Medical facilities
Dentists

out of 1,000 births MationalNatalitySutVey,
196466-

iyout of 1,000 births:
of white infentski

Nationalllatality Survey, .1967.

1 out of 500 births of
all other infants

1 out of 1,000 births
of white infants.

1 out of 500 births of
all other infants

1 nut of 260 of all
deaths of persons
35-84 Years of age

National Natality Survey, 1968-69

91%

urvey,

National Natal

Mothers
Physicians
Hospitals

tY-SurVeY,.1912:.

DATA-COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Data-for all ,the followback surveys are collected primarily by mail.
In the natality surveys, from addresses given on the birth certificates,
questionnaires' are gent-to the mother,' the physician who delivered the
baby, and the'medical.,facility where the baby-was born. For the
mortality surveys, a questionnaire is sent to the _person Who provided

.`the funeral director with the decedent'a personal information` for
recording on the certificate. This questionnairerequests socioeconomic
informatlion about the decedent-as well as the names :and addresses of
hospitals and institutions which Might have provided'care to the decedent
at any time during his last year of life. If the death occurred in a.

10



hospital or in ttu on; ajlOspital questionnaire is sent directly to
the hospital or institution asking for information about the care
provided and for the names and addresses of other medical facilities
providing care.

CONTENT OF THE UESTIONNAI

The questionnaires fot national:mortality surveys have contained,, .

queationa-aohCetning-the patient's last year -6f-lifiThe 1961 survey
includedquestionson hospital ntilization, diagnoses, 'operationa ,--1
perforffiea,-- institutions in which.hosf&t.alized, nuMber..ofhospital stays,
place of death, income,andvhether..working dr:retired dUring.most,Of
last. year nf life. The 1962 -6 questionnaire included a-feW:questions-

. on _hospital and inStitutiorialcare-i0he.lastrearOf-life-hOuaehOld.

-cOmposition,education, and income,' with detailed- questionsonpleeerof2:
residence 'of the decedent:.- -The 1964 and 1965 questionnaires included,
.questions on,health insuranee,-.place Of hospital and institutional care,
the charged for hospital care:and who'paid,:them, operations performed,
how.much of. the surgeonia,bill was paid by insurance', hoUsehOlecoM9o--

assets,'and-ineome.. Th9.1966-68 survey also, included questions
on thesioking habits of the deceased, and queStions regarding the
!lieusehold-andineOme.

The questionnaire for thd 1964-66 National Infant Mortality Survey
included questions on hospitalization of the infant who died, informa-
tion about :other children of the mother, household composition, income,
employment of mother, education of mother and father, and health
insurance.

The national natality surveys collected information from mothers ho had
live births during a given year. The 1963 survey gathered information
on the medical and dental care and radiological treatment .of the mother,
employment and education of mother and father, and family income. The
1964-66-survey gathered information on pregnancy history, expectations
of having more children, household composition, income, whether this
was a first or later marriage, date of-first marriage_and date of this
marriage, whether mother was employed and when during her pregnancy she
stopped working, education, and health insurance. The 1967-69 survey
dealt with medical care and smoking habits of the mother, breast feeding,
information on earlier pregnancies, -expectations of having more children,
whether this was first marriage, dates of first and present marriages,
education and religious preference of husband and wife,,information on
household composition, work history, and income. The 1972 survey
covered sources of medical care, health status of mother and infant,
health insurance, outcomes of all pregnancies, whether pregnancy was
wanted, and expectations of having more children, whether the mother had
an operation to prevent future pregnancies, whether this is first
marriage, dates of first and present marriages, education of mother and
father, and information abut. the household and family income.

11



.DATA PROCESSINO.METHODS'

After all 'methods of obtaining complete questionnaires. have been4
exhausted,'the data are edited; coded, and .'14penscribed ontoApunch cards,
with 100-per-cent verification. Basic range,edits are made to eliminate
punching errors,'And the cards:are then used as -input for magnetic tape-
Computer processing includes consistency_ checks, intervaLeditS,esti-
mation or assignment of weights, and impUtation of missing. data.

RELEASE OF DATA

The followback.4urvey data have,been,released through the Vital and
Health Statistics series reports, supplements to the Moi2.SLtp-Al,

sy111tAlsalf221.1. Andmicrp-daialTublic Useltape6, s' the data became:.;
Available. Confidentiality of all responses to the survey is maintained.

USES .,THE:

Data from the followback Surveys are in demand by all major users of
vital statistics data. They help meet the expanding needs for natality
and mortality data in public health, medical research, epidemiology,
demography, and other related fields. Data provided through the natality
surveys are used by agencies and individuals responsible for or studying
maternal and .child 'health care programs, and by researchers and others
studying social and demographic issues.



BACKGROUND

The National,Survey of Family Growth (NSFC).is a multiparpose statistical
survey that piovides a, wide range of information serving needs of perso s
and organizatiOns roncerned with the dynamics-of population; change,
family planning, and maternal.and child health. Developmental Tunds
necessary Positions were,ptevided for establishing the NSFG in NCHS
py 1971, and full funding for the program was providedAn the budget/for

1972 and subsequent years. Field work for-the fist'cyc1e of the /,
survey was begun in July 1973 and completed in January 1974.

. The 's cond
cycle began in. January 1976 and was completed in September 1976.,
third cycle is expected to .begin, in 1980.:,

VEY OF FAMILY OWTH

PURPOSE, AND SCOPE

The NSFC is designed -to produce data on factors influencing tr nds and
differentials in fertility, family planning praCtices of the p pulation,
sources fromwhich family. planning advice and' services are ob rained,
the effectiveness and acceptability of the various methods o faM1y
planning, and those aspects of maternal .and child health tha are most
directly related to fertility and family planning. The sur ey is based
on personal interviews with women in childbearing ages sel cted from a
nationwide area probability sample of households.

SAMPLE DESIGN_

The National Survey of Family Growth is based upon a cross-section
-sample of women in the coterminous United States, 15-9/ years of age,
who are or have been married, or have never been married but have
childfen,of their own living with them in, the househo/d. Excluded,
from the sample are women living in groupiquarters ('.e., five or-more
unrelated persons 18 years or older, unrelated ,to th head of the
household, who live and pat togetheror'six or mor unrelated adults
who live and eat together--e.g., college dormitories,. barracks, long-
term cateinstitutions), and never-married women without children.
The desigh is a multi-stage, area-probability samPle.

In the first Cycle ,of this survey,,-'. the first stage, primaty sampling
units included 101 Standard MeCrokoUtan Statistical Areas, counties,
parts of counties andAndependentoitieS, Secpndary eampling.units-con
sisted of enumeration distriCtS Oeblock gr ws, within selected PSIPs

jWhere feasible, secondary Units were snbdivi:ed.into,third7stage listing:,ij
units with a probability ail selection,propo tional to estimated housing.
In'the.fOurth stage;-housingunIts within he thirdstage,lieting units..
were chosen by systematic sampling. , A fi h- level of sampling among
eligible women within a-housihold.was re red to obtain one and only
one interview in each householdwith'at: east one eligible respondent..
To assure sufficient precision,,. or pres rating intragroup -comparisons on
various- fertility variables, the back opulation was oversampleth-



The overall sample design called for 10;000 _completed interviews,
inclUdIng approximately-4,000-black women-and 6,00 Women of white and

er;racial -groaps:HThe'response rate was an-overall 81 Pet-Cent.
final number of interviews,was 9,797, comprised of 3,856 black'

entsi;and 5:941 whitedInd'other respondent
.

For the'secondcyPle, A multistage area-Tiobabilitv epignbase&tp
. 79 primary sampling units was developed. The remaining stages were',
broadly similar, except that a stratum for new housing (housing -built
since -1970), sampled -from bnilding.:PermiClistings,

-was added.,' OVerall
expected sample Size remained at 16,000 with comparable racial pompoition. After .a certain level of effOrt.was:completedin the field
work, remaining nonrespondenta were Subsampler'aVa rate of 1 in 2.
All

,

subiampled eases -(noihresponS'e:.sample-
households..and nonresponae

eligible extended-intervieWrespOndentA)Wereassignid a weight. of -2.
The response rate..forj4elejl

was An0.1.eraIl 6,Percent\- The actual
number-of completed..extended:interVi4wsWas 8,611comp5ised of-2146'. -

black respondents andp06501te,respondents.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEP

Data colleptionliJcir:the:tWo-cOMpleted cycles of-the NSFG were conducted
by private contractors apc6r4ing to NCHS specification. 43ersonal
indepth i4tervieWs weredonducted with women identifie&as eligible,
extended --interview` respondents, through a household screening interview,

, .

The date-collectiOn instruments (questionnaires)' included a household
rOner:dtsigned to obtain household Compoeition, data and to identify.
'-gible extended-interview respondents in thersaipli households Two

_ues-tionnaire versions were used for -the extended interview-71A currentlymarried questionnaire for women who were married'at-the time of the
- ntervieW, and a post-married questionnaire for women who were widowed-,
divorced, separated, or who had never been Married but had, their own
,children living in the household. The primary differences betweenthe .

two versions were question rewording,' anctdeletion of questiona'related_
to hpsbands, to make the post-married

,questionnaire appropriate for;
; respondents mot married at the time of the interview. Interviewer
instructions were used-throughout the questionnaires to skip_responde
over questi6ns, or:entire-questionnaire sections, which,were'not
applicable to their individual situations.

Building upon procedures developed in Cycle standardized interviewer
training programs were conducted-in several different locations-in-the
country which provided indepth training on the questionnaires and on the
NSF6 concepts endyrocedures. In addition to successfully completing
training, interviewers were rehuize&-to:conduct, fot review and;:appreval,



sev ral'practice interviews Prior to beginning. theirgfield, assignmehts.
Onl female interviewers, and'observere, were used in the NSFG. -Field
supe ,ispre received the same ndepth training As the interviewers, in
addi ion to intensive ,field pracedures.

Seve al ,quality control p.rocedur s were. developed,in Cycle I, and refined
C cle II,to assure the qua. y.,c the collected and processed data;

i.e- systematic. field selecped interview items (PFR/CFR) and
a validatiOn of a sample of each interviewers work (sample recheck)..
_were Performed throughout the field rk Vota preparation was validated
through a 5- percent sample reCode of all questionnaires-in addition to
systematic verification of each coder/keyaes Work. A comprehensive.
legal \cod consistency cleaning program was-developed and used for the
data tapes

CONTENT OF THE LTESTI6

The qu stionnaires for the NSFG cover such topital areas as marital
history. A detailed pregnancy' history, fecundttir and effected or intended
future births, pregnancy planning g-practices and -'utilization of specific
contraceptive Methods, the_Source and financing Of family' ,planning
services', and a ,broad .range of socioeconomic-andAemograPhicicharacter-

. /

'

In the firat cycle-of the survey, the average-length o an interview was
73 minutes; in the s'etond cycle. average length of an interview was

, .reduced to agour 5 ninutes. ,

6Y ,

It is anticipatedthat once the basic survey instrument and procedures
are well eStab40ed; subsamples,of respondents will be selected as
panels for longitudinal followup"-InterViews7--This-procedure-will--- --.--

provide,prospebiVe data and the opportunity to "verify"- it in relation
to 'actual, subsequent experience.

/

RELEASE OF/ DATA .

The publ catiOn programcloethe NSFG' naglee (1) th.: ,t advance
report In

thp fprm of .a eupplement to the Monthly Vitl Statistics .,

RepOrt 11VSR), and subsequent advance reportsjssued in the Advance Data
series (2) rilehodological.reportsrin Series 2 and indepth substantive
analy tobL presented in Series 23 of the Vital and Health-Statistics
Seri and (3)-a'pdblf,c-use tape: Publicatioh_ from 'first cycle
were issued heginning in 19761.the public-use tape for this cycle 'is
ava4able.-

than

schedule issubstantially longer after the close of
field Work than is planned for. ,,ycles,, due tosthe sizable amount
of, /developmental work 4d-the:first cycle. Advance reports from the
second. cycle will, be issUed'beginning,in 1978c-the public-use' tape is
expected to be available early `in 1979.



USES OF THE DATA

The rapidly growing need for collection of data on trends and differen-
tials in the birth,-..rate, family planning,-and related aspects of
maternal, and child health has beenrecogniied by the,Ftesident and ,

Congress. Attention has been diretted toward-srudyingpopulation trends
asseSS.ing the implications of .future population growth, making appropria e,
polic recommendations, and helping to educate the Nation regardingthe-
consequences of population growth. More informariori is needed'thalls
presently available from' the -regular data_collection p;pgrams and
occasibnal,surveys of the Bureau of theCensus and_the National Center
for Health Statistics. The-NSFG has been developed to proyide, on a
periodic basis, detailed 4ata on factors_inflUencing feriditY, such as
desired family size,birth sl;acing intentions, and, fa planning
practices, in: order to interpret d'hrrent trends in the:birthybte aiti
to piepare more.realistic projectiong (future:Pagialation'grlowth.-: In--
addition, for use in effective piannihg; management, and e,v4uatlon of
'the expanded-,fataly planning programanew inforMation-will.be
concerning the numbernf couplesthkt are unable to cdritrol their
fertility ". to,' the extent that they want t6;wtheir social and economic- ,;
charaCterrstics, the nature and severity of-the fikoblemA they face, .and'e
the :extent to which efforLs to help them are- succeeding.
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The ealth Intervies$ Survey (I i the, principal :source of. inf+ pation
'oh he health:of tivili moninstitUtionali;ed.popeation of, The
United Statk?.' :the tiOrra_ I e ltnStirveY'Act of 195,6,provided for a
continping Survey'and.special t ies to secure on a noti7Compulsory_basis
accurate,and'eurreht Statistice_ _nformation on the comonht'. distribution,
and'effects of Illness and disabi ity:inthe United States and the services
ren4red for or because of such ohditIOna. The surveirtferred to in
the Act, how .called'theliealth-nterti4w Survey, was iaitiatpd in July 1957.
Th. its:eirly-years to survey was khown.to-many as thellational Health
Survey, the hame.no01 given tei a broader program of sureys in the National

--Xenter for eVBait` Statistics.

SCOPE

,TheHP4TP.of t pnrvey is: to provide national a on the incidence
of,kliness:anH acidental injuriesthe prevalence of diseasees and
imp4rments, thpexten.t of disability, .the ,utilization of health care
services, And other health-related topics. Xte strength of this survey
lieb initsabili6, to display thesevariables by the demographic charac-

.

teri of the U.S. population.

he data-arel tbtait4 from the peoplethemselves and, erefore, measure
the social and eqgnoiic dimensions of health- -the, impact of.illnss and
disability aiLifr6aulting uses of healthcare services by individuals.

Interviews are conducted each week throughout the Yke 79- probability
sample-of hou'ehbids. The interviewing is performed by a, permanent' staff

-,of carefully tra4ned and supervised interviewers of the Bureau of the
Cehsus under detailed specifications of the'llational Center for Health
Statistics. Data collected Over the period of a year are published as,
nnual estimates of the health-characteristics studied and form the

basis for studying trends in those characteristics.

The survey covers the noninstitutionalized civilian population of, he
United States living at the time of the-interview.. Because of-technical
and logistical problems several segments of the populatiph are not included
in the sample or in the estimates:from the survey. Perkins excluded are
patients in long-terM care facilities for the handicakAd'((lata are
secured on patients in some of these facilities throUgnthe Nursing Home
Survey:of NCHS);-persons on active duty with-the Armed Forces- (though
their dependents are included); and persons who-have died during-the
calenda year preceding the interview: The result is that the Health
Interview:Survey data somewhat underestimate levels of disability and
health services utilization when the total population is considered,.
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'The. sample is-amultiaage 'probability design'which permitp a continuous
Sampling of-honseholda. The first stage consists of a'sample of376
prItAry sampling units (PSU's) drawn from apOroXimately 1,9004eographically
defined. PSU's 'thatcoVer the 50 Stated and the Dispict'of Columbia. A
PST.Lconsistpota-county,a stall group of Contiguous counties, or ,

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. Within PSU!S, smaller units:called
segments-are defined in such a manner that each segment contains an
expected' four hou.seholds.

Each calendar year-the sample iaceimposed of approximately 40,000 house-
holds containing about '120,000 persdna:. The households in eachyeek!_s
sample are a probabilityaample representative-of the target population.

The annual-response rato-of BIS is usually at least 9 percent of the
eligible households sin the, sample; the 5-percent nonrespOnse rate is
divided equalfy between refusals and households where no eligible
respondent could be found at home after repeatel calls.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Data are collected through a personal_household interview onducted by
interviewers, employed and trained by the Bureau of the Cens s according
to procedures specified by the National Center for Health Statistics.

All adult members of the household 19 years of,age and older who are at
°me at the time of the interview are invited to participate and to
respond for themselves. The mother is usually the respondent for children.
For individuals not at home during the interview, information is provided
by a responsible family. member (e.g., spouse, parent, or adult son or
daughter) repiding in the household. Between 65 and 70 percent of the
adults aged 19 or older are self-respondents. Upon occasion a random
subsample of adult household members is selected to respond to questions
on selected topics. There are also instrances in which followup supplements
are competed for either the'entire household or for individuals identified
as haVing-particular health problems. As required, these supplements are
either left for the appropriate person to complete and return by mail,
or the interviewer calls again in person or by telephone to secure the
information directly.

Nationally there are approximately 110 interviewers,. trained and directed
by health survey supervisors in each of the 12 Census Bureau Regional

.

Offices. The supervisors are career Civil Service employees whose "primary
responsibility is the Health. Interview Survey. The interviewers are.part-
time employees, selected through an examination and testing process.
Interviewers receive thorough training in basic interviewing procedures
and in the concepts and procedures unique to the BealthJnterview Survey.



CONTENT OF THE WESTIONNAIM

The structUrexhat.has evolved for the questionnaire. is one of a re-
latively stable nucleus of questions,'approximately 70 percent of .the
questiennaircomplentented-by-one or more supplements on topics which
vary from year to year.

Each yea questionnaire contains questions in the following areas:

the basic demographic characteristics of household members,
including age, sex, education, and family income,;

disability days, includi4 restricted activity, bed, work
and school-loss days, oc urring during the period
prior to the week Of int rview;

the physician and dental:visits occurring during the s e
two -week period;

the acute and chronic conditions responsible these days
and visits;

longterm limitation o
related to the disabil

and the chronic conditions

- all hospital episodes, including the reason for-entering the
hospital, whether surgery was performed; and the length of
stay, during the 12 monthspriOr to interview;

the interval since the last doctor and dental'visit.

each year's questionnaire also includes a-set of questions related to
'chronic conditions of onebody.system. OVer a six -year period, all
major body systems are covered. For example, in 1975 the chronic
conditions section of the ,questionnaire. focused on conditions of the
Aigestive system; in 1976, on conditions Of the skin, and

and in 1977, on impairMents. For each - system, the questions
are designed to obtain information on the prevalence of specific conditions
and on the disability and use of health services Associated with them..-'-

(

The supplements to the questionnaire change each year. The 1977, topics
included disability, stroke; a hearing scale for persons reporting

-hearing problems and asecond set of health habit questions. Supplements
for 1978 were on health insurance Coverage, usual source of health care,
blood donations; immunizatien;smoking;.military service,and for house-.
holds in the first quarter sample health expenditOres in calendar year
1977. During 1979 the immunization and smoking supplements will be
continued and supplements on home health care, .eye care; residential_
mobility and retirement:incothe willbe added.



On the average the interviews requirerequire.abont 45 minutes in the houtehold.
Depending Upon the family size and the nature and.extent'aCits-health
conditions the length of interview usually runs between 15 and 90 -

minutes.

The content Of the Health Interview Survey questionnaire reflects both
the results of surveyresearch and ,requests for data. For example, the
recall period for many questions is the two; weeks prior to the week. of
interview, but for some items for which the memory loss is known not td
be excessive, recall eXtlinds,over the year prior to interview or for
some other period specified according to topic, such as three months
forx-ray visits. The-body-systems approach to chronic conditions was
adopted in 1968, after several years.in which there was instead'a
standard set of questions focused around a-list 'Of diverse chronic
conditions. Limiting questions to One body system at a time has been
found to secure more thorough reporting of conditions from a targeted
list and td increase the number orConditions for which estibates of
prevalepee can be made.

Suggestionsand requests for special supplements are received from many
sources, including a,panel Of leading members of the health professions,
university-based researchers, administrators of national organizations
and programs in the private and public health sectors, and other'parts
of thej)epartment of Health, Education, and Welfare the National
Institutes of Health and the Center for Disease Control.)-.- Although it
is not possibleito include all of the suggested topics, every effort is

,made to be responsive to the data needs of such groups. 'A lead time of
dt least one year is required to develop and pretest questions for new
.topics to be included as special supplements.

DATA PROCESSING AND UALITTCO 0

-Throughout-the data-collection and processing phases there are extensive
quality control activities. Each interviewer.edits her completed work-
beforereturning it to-her regional_ supervisor, and in thellegional
Office there is -a preliminary-edit of all questionnSires. As-part of
the quality control program, interviewers are provided feedback on
their errors. In addition, a sample of each interviewer's households
is reinterviewed by a supervisor or senior interviewer for a portioti
of the questionnaire.

The Regional Offices forward the questionnaires to the National Cent
'for Health Statistics for coding and'data processing. At rhii time
each questionnaire is checked again for completeness of field coverage,
omissions and other errors. Illnetses, diseases and injuries reported
by the household are, coded to a modified version of the International
Classification of Diseases. Coding for demographic and occupational
items is based on- that by the Bureau of the Census in arder.to
provide comparability. All coding is subject to recoding on a sample

tp insure a high level of accuracy.



RELEASE OF DATA

Data release occurs in several forms. .The- earliest -repot

survey data were issued in Series B and C, Health Stati
"U.S National Health Surve-. About 50 reports were pub hed in these
series before they-were replaced by` the Vital and Health Statistics series.
re thah 100 reports have been-published n'Series:10 o e Vital and

Health Publication of a -year's dato,:.begins in about
October 'Of the year folloWing-completion of data' collection. , The first
et'orti"Current Estimatea;!' is followed by 'between 1G to 15 ether

-:ppnlications.,

Since not all possible cross- tabulations can be analyzed and published.
in Series 10reports, many unpublished. pbulations.are routinely, pade =,

-available upon request. In addition, within bUdgetary and,other limitd-
tions, special ` tabulations are prepared upon request.

The Other medium fQQr data release is public use computer.tapes. The tape
is usually availab e for distribution within about two years after comple-
tion bf data collection. Frimrilythistime lag is due to the ne
for staff to work with the data in order .t© insure completeneas and
reliability of data secured on the sUPPlements'and to permit development
of adequate 'documentation. _About one month is required after receipt
of a-tape 'order to process-the-request and deliVer the tape. i...,Since the
tape program was begun.for data from the 1969 survey, approximately 45
tapes have been sold to researchers-wishing to perform.their Own'analy es
from the data,

USES OF THE DATA

Data from the Health Inttrview Survey have been used in a_ number of major
governmentprograms. Estimated of health problems and resultant utiliza-

. tion of health care services were used in formulating the legislation for
both the- Medicare and Medicaid programs and for making preliminary estimates
of the likelY cgsts of the programs. Statistics on health characteristics
of smokers and non26mhkers provided'One basis for the 1964 report of the
Surgeon\General entitled Smoking and Health. Special compilations on
.partiChlar population groups have also been developed and provide& to
various White House conferences and for othei special purposes. Data
,requests from government agencies usually account for ,approximately one-
fourth, of each,year's inquiries.

Almost 40 percent of the data requests-come from prifivate inchfstry al
foundations, and an additional 10 percent are from individuals affiliated
with educational institutions. In additioNto general research, these
users haverelied upon Health Interview Su_ eY,date for estimates of
persona with particular health problemS for 'whim advertising cadpaigns*
or new products are being designed. --The potential demand for special
aids or devices for persons with limitations of mobility and for various
types of drugs is'often assessed.using data from the Health Interview Survey.
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Edited micro-data tapes. of dada frdm the annual.survey, beginning with
the 1969 data collection year, _have been available for several years.
Universities and. Federal,'Stata, and local governmental agencies - -have
been the main purchasers of the tapes.



ITION EXAMINATION EVE

The first Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, referred to as the
was. initiated in 1970, anddata collection began'in,April 1971.

survey, however, ;was an extension and expartion of the earlier
Health Examination Survey (LIES). The. modification reflected the,assIgn-
ment to NCHS of an additional specific responsibility--to measure the
nutritional status of the population and then to monitor changes in that
status over time The Health Examination Survey, which had, been
initiated a decade earlier and had carried out three sepaiate programs,
was restructured to combine the new task with its original purpose,

4
The HANES and its predecessor program share a common purpose--the
collection and utilization of data, which can be obtained only by direct .

physical examinations, clinical and laboratory tests,, and related
measurement procedures. This infoymAtion, which Cannot be furnished by
the people themselves or by-the health professionals who provide their
medical care, is of two kinds: (a) prevalence data for specifically
defined diseases or conditions of ill health; and (b) normative health-
related measurement data v is show distributions of the total population

&Ir.with respect to particula arameters such as blood pressUre, visual
acuity, or serum cholesterol level. The surveys use scientific samplesof the U.S. population to provide representative national data which are
analyzed and 'made available in a series of reports. Successive surveys
in the HES and HANES progreMs have been directed to different segments
f the population and have had different sets of target conditions.

Thus, the,first Health Examination Survey or "cycle" involved examining
a sample of adults'with the focus primarily on selectedchronic diseases.
The second and third cycles of the HES were directed respectively to
children be'tWeen the ages of 6 and 11 and youths between the ages of
12 and 17. Both of these surveys emphasized growth and_ development
data and.sensory.defects The nutrition component oi.the first HANES
program was directed to a probability_sample of the broad age range

N
1 to 74 years, while the detailed health examination component focused
on the population-between ages 25 and 74.

All of the LIES and HANES programs have involved the use of multi- stage,
highly clustered probability sampling. All of them involve collaboration
with'the Bureau of the Census in the ,dqvelopment and executioh of the
sample design. All of them include stratification by broad 'geographical
regions and by population density gkoupings. In some of them, an
additional basis of stratification has been,the rate of change in
population between successive decennial censuses. Within the, strata
the subdivisions cc nsidered in the sampling, process have been, in turn,
the primary sampling unit, the Census enumeration distqct, the segment,



the,household, and finally, the individual person. _Using' controlled
selection Procedures_ in accordance with the jointly agreed upon sample'
design,- the-Bureau of, the Census selects thelprimary sampling 'units
SMSA's, counties or clusters thereof) to be included in a particular

survey. The next sage of the sampling procass-inVolves selection
within each of these primary sampling units of a specified number of
enumeration.districts, and this is follOwed by selection' within the
chosen enumeration districts of clusters of'aspecified number of
households (presently eight) that are'adjacent and make up what is
dest4pated-as a segment. The sample selection process CO this point
is cailled out centrally and -takes use o 'various records pray.fded by
the Bureau of the Census.-

The next stage of the seinpling is conducted'in.the field la the
particular chosen area. It involves Interviewer visits and iquestionrzai
completion at each one of the selected households, with the final elec
tion of-individuals included in the sample being depeadent upon
information in this questionnaire. Certain subgroups in the population
(e.g., preschool children, the poor, etc.) presumed to be at high risk
of malnutrition are oversampled at known rates. The size of the Ample
in the survey programs to date has varied. In each of the first three
LIES programs, the sample size was approximately 7,500 persons, While in
the first HANES program the sample selected for the nutrition examination
was about 30,000 persons, about one-fifth of whom were selected to also
receive the detailed health examination .

DATA-COLLECTION PROM

l HS employees do the major part of the interviewing, history taking,
-examining, testing, and measuring', that provide the data.' Data
collection is-done by specially trained teamsof. interviewers and
examiners including Physicians, aurses,-dentists, dietitians, and
medical laboratory and X7--tay technicians. Theexamirationstake place
in the Survey's mobile examination centers. These are sets of specially
constructed units, each consisting qf several truck-drawn trailers which
are interconnected and which proVide a standardized environment for the
performance of the specific parts of the examination. This is necessary
for element such as- exercise testing (requiring temperature And
Alumidity7-Control), testing of hearingqequiring hearing chambers
within which the ambient noise level conforms to A.SA. standards for
acoustical measurements), laboratory work (requiring special equipment
and space.where hematological tests can be,made shortlr,efter specimen
collection and where blood serum and urind'hn be:prpperlY prepared for
shipment and r=efrigerated prior ta-shipment);rand the like.

'Given the available personnel and dollar resources and the quantities
-of these _resources required to collect the kinds of data obtained in
these programs, ithas not been possible to complete data collection'
in a year or eventwo, The general pattern has'been-one of a data
collection period of about three years to obtain-the number of
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examinations required to prpvide valid national data.. This imposes a
limitation on the kinds of dataeo be collected.by this mechanism
since conditions whiCh might sthoW-marked year-to-ye ariation or
seasonal patterna-cannot be included. &A:ever, many important.chronic:_.
diseases:and health-related measurements are not subject to such changes.
in prevalence within.short-run periods. Distributions.ofpopuiation
according to unassisted visual'atnity levels,_prevalence ofsuCh con-
ditions. aS diabetes .or hypertensiVe heart diseaseand -the:like,. may Vay,
over long periods of time, but not so rapidly as tv prevent data'-,-
collection over a ehree-year period from giving a correct picture of
the population levels during or at -the midpoint that 4:setiod.-

Voluntary sample surveys always present a problem if no data are
collected on a large fraction of the selected sample heCaPse of
unwillingness of individuals selected to participate in tie program.
-In the HES and HANES Orograms there has always been and continues to be
much attentiondevoted to the question of the response rate,--which is
the proportion of sample persons who .are actually- examined. In the
HANES there have been, as Anticipated, more ptoblems in:the .area of
.response than had been encountered in the earlier_HIS programs. The
difficulties-faced have-led-to a variety of innovative mmasutes;
including a-policy of remunerating examined persons-. The-first HANES
_program succeeded in obtaining household interview data on 99% of the
sample population. More detailed health data appear in the.medical
history questionnaires, and these were` completed for 88% of the selected
sample persons. Finally, in this first HANES program, 74Z of the sample
Persons selected for the nutrition component and_ 70% of the persons for
the detailed health component were given the standard examinations and
tests. We. thus have considerable ancillary information on most of the
not-examined persons in the sample population; and we, make use. of that
data in the-process of imputation. 'There, is, moreover, some evidence-
:that data obtained through examinations, tests, and measurements such as
used in these surveys are. less susceptible to potential biasJom a

_given-rate of nonresponse than data provided by. the individuals themselves

CONTENT OF E #UES rtONNAtR EXAi4INA,T IO

The kinds Of information' collected n the BANES and othr examination
survey programs are so varied and extensive that heYare Only
illustrated here. With respect to nutrition,.-feur types of data:are
included: '(1) informetionconcerning:dietary intake- -the meChanisma
used have included 24-hour recall interviews -and food frequency
questionnaires, both administered by an interviewer vholiss .beett a

trained dietitian; (2) hematological and -biochemical testsr-a: sizable
battery of such testa has been performed, at the mobile examination
Centers where necessary, but for the most part.at a central nutrition
laboratory established at thsCent6r for Disease Control; (3) body.
measurements-:-the battery used is'especially important In connection
with infants, children, and youths where growth may.be'affected by,
nutritional deficiencies; and (4) various signs of high risk of

:nutritional deficiency, based on clinical examination.



.".The health component 5 program includes specific defined
;.diseasea and conditions for which detailed examinations, tests, question-
naires, etc.,-are developed to obtain a measure of preValence levels.
These vary with the particular,pogram and have included such conditions
as chronic rheumatoid-vchritii'and hypertensive .heart'disease: Impor-
tant normative health-related measurements such as height and weight are
alscrobtaineth An important element in the health component in'the first
HAM'S program was amassessmentof-unme-Chealth needs through the use of
index conditions. gere,Ifor example, the examination established.the
presence or absence of emphysema.or ocher chronic respiratory diSease.
At the same time, information was obtained from the examined,person with
respedt to his.selfperceiVed health needsln..this regard'and the actions
he has taken with respect to Seekini:medical care-. By interrelating

--these two kinds of information wejlorpe to, have teasures of unmet-health
needs.

The time required for be examinations varies, of course, with the
cod tent o_ f the examination. The time constraint introduced among the
planning factors is that the total examination time-not exceed DI hoUrs.
There is an additional time burden on the sample person arising out of
the interview and completion-of forms and questionnaires in the household,
one that should riot exceed 2 hours. The amount of time required-to
travel to the examination s e also represents a variable burden to the
sample person.

DATA PROCESSING Mlr

The data collected in the IIANES program require a variety of data
processing methods. X-rays must be Interpreted; blood and other
laboratory specimens must be processed through the appropriate
laboratory operations. Certain data, such as electrocardiograph
tracing's, record directly onto magnetic-tapp and must undergo appro-
priate processing to'translate them into digital tape form.
Examination record forms and interview and questionnaire data must be
coded and put onto aagnetic tape. Methods for handling each specific
examination element are chosen on the basis of appropriateness. The
program makes use of precoded fords," marked-sense record forms, self-
administered forms, interviewer-administered forms, automatic recording
devices, photpgraphs,ietc. The nature of these recording methodologies
.gives some suggestion of the required data processing methods.
Throughout the process, constant emphasis is placed on quality control
measure-s, andyarious editing, verifying,- and replicating steps are
aimed at 'maximizing the reliability and validity of the'resultant data.
The resultant data are analyzed frequently with the collaboration of
outside consultants who are expert in specific sub-specialty areas,
and reports of findings prepared.



Information release from the HANES occurs primarily. though publication-
separate reports in TICHS Vital and Health Statistics, Series'll.

Data are also released through sale of data tapes, publications in
appropriate scientific journals, separate monographs, and special
reports.- Reports ate not issued on-al set frequency, but rather made.
available as completed.- The reports _arelarganized en a topical basis
with, .for examplei one repottaDresetting'data on periodontal disease,
another,data on auditory actity, etc;

USES 'OF THE DATA

Because -of the'diverse nature of the data, the,primary users of th _eta_
may be considered as a.number of separate sets, some of which overlap
with Others. The reports of dental findings, for example, do abt have
the same audience as ._the findings on visual acuity,or on nutrition status.
Some individuals and organizations are users of most or all of the HANES
and HES data; for example, policy makers and planners in Federal, State,
and local health agencies. This heterogeneity of users is, of course,
a major reason for the pattern of organization afAthe reports on a
subject-matter basis. An illustration of the variety of. users can be
provided. The reports an body measurements and like growth and develop-
ment data, for example, have been requested by large numbers of health'
workers in the fields of nutrition, child health,Tediatrics, anthropology,
medical educali6in-and health research. The American Academy of Pediatrics
requested that copies be made available to its fellows. In addition to
health workers, these body measurement data have' been requested by mapy
industrial groups and agencies, including automobile manufacturers.,
Other subject-matter areas have users of data which will include seme of
the same persons, but also many different ones. It might be noted that
some of the primary users of HES data are the individuals who author text
and reference materials 'used in medical schools and by health workers
generally: -Through this m9ans_the HES normative data reach a vastly
wider audience. The sizefof the mailing lfats vary with the subject,
but several thousand CopieS are distributed for each of- them. The sale
of additional copies is handled by the Government Printing Office, whose
sales range from hundreds to several thousand copies of each separat
report.

'The salatif data tapes from'this program is, of course, very differen
in volume since the numbers of users who have the necessary computer
capabilities and the need for data in full detail is Much'more,limited.
However; although the numbers:of data tape purchasers are measured tin
dozens rather than in thousands, they include important uses. Some -of
these users are medical research institutions and individual re,searchers
who wish to exOlore-in detail specific elements of the data. A number
of-tapeS, for example, have been sold to clothing manufacturers who wish

study interrelatfonships of detailed body measurements,. The potential
uses of-data collected it the HANES are so numerous that it is impossible
With existing or expected NCHS resources to fully:,exploitAhe data, and
the data tape release program makes it pag-sible for us, to insure that
these data are available for more detailed. study.



The Hospital Discharge Survey (10S) is the principal source of informa-
tion On,inpatient utilization of sho stay hospitals. Data collection
began it 1964 and has been continuous since then.

OSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of the EDS is prOduce statistics that are'representatiV'e
of the experience of the ii. , civilian population,discharged from short-
-term hospitals. Specifically, the survey provides information an the
characteristics of patients, the lengths of stay,-diagnoses and surgical
operations, and patterns of use of care in.hosPitala of different site
and ownership and in the four regions of the'country.

The -scope of HDS is limited to discharges from nonfederal hospitals in
the 5Q States and the District of Columbia. Only short -stay /hospitals
with _six or more. beds and an average length of stay for all patientgof:-
legs, than 30-daysvere included in the sample. h

The,unit of in _the surrey is ehbspital discharge., The sample
plan isbasically a rwo-stage,stratified deaign.-,The first, stage-is a
Sample Of:about 10 percent of the hospit4s, excluding Federal hospitals,
listed in the Master Facility Inventory'(sempling frame)-.. -The primary
Stratification variablesare bed gizeand geographic region. Hospitals
ate selected in direct,proportion:to size sudh,that'hospitals with 1,000:
or more beds are aeleCted with-certainty and hospitals with less than.
50 beds'are sampled with a probability of approximately 1/40. Growth in
the inventory of hospitals-is represented 'in the survey by a sample of
lioapitale selected from a special univers of new hospitals.

Thesecoild stage of the design is a systematic sample of the discharges
frOM the sampled hospitald,- The sampling frame in nearly all ,hospitals

! _the daily liating,of discharges. The size of the within-hospital Semple
ies inversely with the size of,the hospital from about 1/100 in hospitals
h 1,000 or more beds, toA/10 in hospitals with less than 50 beds. The
all sampling'ratefor each bed-size group is abbut 1 /100, the-product
the first, and second stage sampling rates.

. 'rn 1977 the sample consisted of 535 hospitals from a universe of approx-
',imately 7,500 shortstay hdspitals. Of th9:491 in-scope hospitals,infor-
mation was colledted from 423 participatinghospitals (approximately an
:86-pereent response rate) on approximately 225000 discharges.,



,
The7tnreadr )flne_Catraus, ting-as the data _collecting agenefo NCHS,
induCtS sample hospitals into the lIDS.., After indnction, hospitals are

least .

... .

vidited_at least Once a4ear. by a of the Bureauof the,-.- Bureau
Census, at -which time 'Survey PrOcedUrea -are reviewed and inforMation about
the hospital `is_ updated:

Discharge data are collected throughout the year. Sample discharges are-
systematically selected, usually on of,the finaldigit(s) cif
the patient's medical record'nnmber. For each aaVE4e discharge, an
abstractor records persOnal, administrative', diagnostic, and surgical
information from the face sheet 'of the patient's medical record onto a.
Medical Abstract Form. Data-collection frequency depends upon, the arrange
went made with the hospital.' In about 35 perceneof the participating
hospitals, A representative of the7'Hureau _of the Census visits the hosOite

ionthly, completes theabstract forma for records selected during the -

pre visit, an'eselecterecords for abstracting at the next visit.
This allows time for records to be completed and properly filed (or
pulled frot,Jile) prior to the visit.. In about .65 percent of the hospitall
the same forMt4are completed by ,members of the medical record department.
All completed fOilma'are;forwarded to one of. the Census Regional Offices
for review and tberNO NCMS for coding and:data processing-operations.

ONTENT OF MEDICAL ABSTRACT ,TO

The Medical Abstract Form contains relating to the personal characr,
teristics of the patient including birth date; sex; color and -ital
status but not. name and address;-administrative -information siding
admission and discharge dates, discharge status, and medical _cord
number; and medical information including.diagnoses and surgical opera-
tioas or procedures. It is estimated that medical record personnel
can sample and complete each form, on. the aVerage, inabout five minutes.:

The contents of the Medical,Abstract Form did not change from the inception.,
of the survey until 1977 when modifications were made-so that it more
nearly parallels the Uniform.Hospital Discharge Data Set. The items added
to the abatract at that-time are residence of patient--(zip code), eXpected
source of payment, dispositipn of patient, and datesof procedures.. In,
1968-4970, actual hospital charges by service and payments by source
were recorded on a Ledger Abstract Form for approximately one-third of
the sample discharges.

DATA PROCESSING METHODS

After transmittal from the hospitil,.abstract forms are subject to two
reviews,-two machine edits, and two quality control procedures. Forms
,are reviewed_for cOmpleteness_at the Census Regional. 'offices -and either
forwarded.to-NCHS dr retnrned to the hospital for more information., Upon



redelpt at NCHS are again checkedand if _necessary, returned'to
the hospital. After review, up:to-five diagneses and three operations
are coded- according to the International Classification Of Diseases as
slightly-modified for use with .HDS. Coded information is then keyed,
from abstract to disk and a preliminary machine edit program.checks
for missing4 invalid,,and inconsistent codes-. The information is
corrected, if ''necessary, and then transferred from disk to-computer .'

% .

tape.

Annual data are'publlshod in theNCHS Vital and Health Statistics Seriesu-,
Series 13. The publication prograt is, at a minimum, to-update the non-
siedieal:the medical,.and the surgical-data.for characteristics of
patients and hospitals.: Special reports on, average length of stay,
patient charges, geogra-phic utilization, hospitalownership, and
,methodology are-also published.

- ,

Unpublished data are available on request from the Hospital -Care
Statistics.BranCh,.which receives about 5Q0 requests-per year, usually
for specific diagnostic .and surgical listingsln the IC DA. In addition,
_data for yearssince 1969 are availableon magnetic- tape.'

The names of the participating hospitals and.all information related to -

Individual patients are confidential. No data are releaded in. PubliShed
unpublished, or tape form that could identify hospitals or patients.

USES OF THE DATA

The'HQS is the principal-source-ter-hational data -311'the characteristics
-of -patients-diacharged from short-stay hosfttals. The data are used.for
a variety of planning,'adMiniatrative,.and-evaluation activities by
goVernmental, professional, scientific, educational and commercial
institutions'as,vell as-by private-citizens The-wide variety of uses
of HDS dataish'est e§emplified,hythe diversity of users. These in-
cludeyederal agencies such as ',tie Na,tional-Institutes of. Health, the
'Center for DiseaSe Control, and the Indian Health Service; universities
and medical schools; professional organizations suchas the American

..1.464edical-Association; Ain6rican Hospitai,Association, and World Health_
Organization; hospitals; medical research laboratories; pharmaceutical
and medical supPlY_maaufacturera;.publishing houses; markets'research
groups; and insurance companies. -



InIgay 1973,, National Center for Health Statisticsin4ugurated the
National Ambulatory Medical.Care Survey.(NAMCS)'on a.continting basis
to gathee and disseminate statistical data, about ambulatory medical
care provided by office-based physicians to the population of the United
States:. The need for such a-..system had-been recognized,many years before,
having been pointed out as early-as 1953 by the SubcomMittee on Nationa
_Morbidity Surveys of f the U.S. National Committee on Vital and:Health.

Statistics. Wiring a five-year feasibility study period beginning in
1967, three major_national_pilot studies and several small area Studies,
combined with extensiveconsultation mith.exparth in various areas of
medical caretdelivery, were emplol;ed in developing the current NAMCS
instruments and procedures. Through this process. the current NAMCS
materialsamd procedures have been refined _to request only information
considered essential to adequately describe the utilization of ambulatory
services, and to require a Minimal amount of time for the participating
physicians.

PUNPOSE AND SCOT

The purpose of the NAMCS is to meet the needs and demands for statistical
information about the provision of-ambulatory medical care services in
the United States. 'Ambulaiory services =are rendered in a wide variety ,

of settings, including physicians' =offices; neighborhood health centers,
and hospital outpatient facilities. It is expected that the NAMCS will,
in the future, encompass all otthese settings, and'appropriate.survey
instruments and methodology will be developed as resources petmit.
Initially, the' NAMCS target population consists of all office visits
within the cotertinous United States made by ambulatory patients to-
nOnfederal phYsicians who are in office-based practice and' engaged in
direct patient care: Excluded are visits to hnspital-based physicians,
visitsfto the specialists in anesthesiology, pathology, and radiology,
and'visits to physicians who are priricipally engaged in teaching, .

research or administration. Telephone contacts and non-office visits
are also excluded, Since abo6r 70 percent of all directambulatory
Medical care visits_ occur in physicians' offices,,rhe current MKS
design provides data on the majoriEy'of'ambelatdry care services.

SAMPLE DESIGN

The most objective and reliable sources data about physicians services
renderLI to ambulatory patients during office visits are, the phy icians /
themselves and members of their office staff, The sampling frame-is a
list of licensed phySicians in "office-based, patien care" practice
compiled from files that are classified and ImaintalOd by the American
Medical Association (AMA) and the American Osteopathic Association (AGA).
These files are continuously updated by the AMA and the ADA, making them
as current and correct as possible at the time of sample selection,



CS utilizes a-modified probehility-proportional-to-size sampling
cedure using separate-sampling frames for Standard Metropolitan

tatisticrll Areas CSMSA's)'and for non metropolitan counties. After
sorting and stratifying by Size, region, and demographic characteristics,
each frame, is diVided. into sequential zones of One million residents,
4 a random number is -drawn to deteriine whichprimary sampling unit.
U') from each zone . is in the sample-. ;.Tfie FAMCS final first-
e sample contains 87 FSIPs, corresponding to individual counties or

groups ;of contiguous counties across the country.

e second-stage-sample,is selected from the list ofphysicians located
n the-sample.PSU's ordered by major specialty Categories so that .the
overall probability for including any individual physician is the
reciproaal of the number of-physicians in the frame at_the time of
selection. The present annual sample consists of approximately-3,000
PhTaicians, TheaMple phyeicians are randomly distributed across the
52 weeks Of the year so that the resulting data reflect any seasonal
variations. Since the assignment of_the reporting week is an integral
part of the SaMple design, each physician is required to report during
his'predetermined'period, and,:mo substitute reporting periods are per-'
mit*. APproximately 80 percent of the eligible -physicians in the
4emAle participate in the survey. From this size physician sample,
information is,secured from. about 60,000 patient visits a year. -Samples
for subsequent:years exclude with, certainty sample physicians included
within the prAvious-two ytars of the study.

-
The final stage involves samlidg patient visits ithin a physician's-
practice. The sampling rate, which.is determined at the time of the
inter viewer's, appointment, is dependent on the nuiber of days during
the reporting week that the, physician is in practice and the number of,
patients he expects to see. ,"In actual practice, the -sampling-procedure
is handled through the use of a Patient Log. (See Data Collectidn)

FIELD PROCEDURES

T9 maximize participation levels and minimize data reporting burden'in
the physician's office, FMCS field procedures have been dtsigned to
aacommodate the circumstances of individual physicians- Each physician
is contacted by several means;-including mail, telephone, and personal
interview. Initially, each physiciapinthe Sample iS sent an intro-
ductory letter from. the Director of the Center, followed by a letter of
endorsement from the AMA or AIDA. The physician is then telephoned by
an informed and trained interviewer who explains the survey briefly and
arranges a personal appointment to relate more detailed instructions.
During this appointment, the interviewer verifies the physician's
eligibility for participation-in the survey, delivers survey materials
with printed instructions provides detailed verbal instructions, and
assigns a predetermined seven-day Vionday through Sunday) reporting
period. Also, duringthis appdintdent data concerning basic-practice
characteristics, suchss_the physician's specialty and makeup of his
staff,, are collected for use in analysis.
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Before the beginning and aliaid' during the physician's assigned reporting
week, the interviewer contacts 'the sample physician to answer possible
questions and to ensure that procedures are going smoothly.- At the end
of the week, the participating physician mails his finished forms to
the idterviewer, who edits them for- completeness before transmitting
them for central data processing.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

The actUel data collection .fore the National Ambulatory Medical Care
Survey is carried out by the participating physician, aided by his
office assistants when possible. The" physician completes a Patient
Record for a sample of his patients -seen during his assigned reporting
week. Based on the physician's own estimate of patients expected to
visit-during the survey period, the physician is aisigned to use an
"every-patient" or a "patient-sampling" procedure. These sampling
procedures are designed so that Patient Records are completed each day
of practice for at most ten patient visits. Physicians expecting 10
or fewer visits per day record data for all of them, while those ex
pecting more than 10 visits per day record data after every second, or
third, or fifth visit, observing the same predetermined sampling inter-
Val continuously. These procedures. minimize the workload of data
collection and maintain equal reporting levels among sample physicians
regardless of the size of their practice.- Each form quires one to
two minuses to complete, so that approximately 15 mi, dies are required
on days when patients are attended in the physicia fice.

Two data c llection forms are employed by the parti, pating'physician:
the Patient Log and the Patient Record. Me Patient is a sequential
listing of patients that serves as a sampling frame' dicate for
which viisits data st-L'uld be recorded. The Patient Rec d contains 14
items of information about the visit :, date and duration of the visit;
patient's birthdate,I sex, color, and problem; whether the patient has
been seen for the particular problem before and whether tta patient, was
referred by another physician; length of time gince onset of the problem;

-diagnoses; diagnoitic and therapeutic services; seriousness of the
condition; and disposition. In the future, ad hoc supplementary items
will be added to the basic Patient Record to investigate specific health
conditions or other aspects of ambulatory care.

DATA PROCESSING METHODS

Initial edits --completnese of the Patient- Record are dome by the
interviewer as-the-korms are received from the participating physician..
These forms are then sent to central processing where_they are Clerically.
edited for consistency.. The two medical questions are then coded: the
patient's Symptoms are coded. using the National Ambulatory Medical-Care
Survey Symptom Classification, and the physician's diagnoses are ,coded
-usingthe Internati nal ClaSeifica_ion of Diseases. The data-are then

._keypunched a put a.0 magnetic tape, t which time additional matching.
edits and consistency checks are run.
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NAMCS results. in the form of sum6ary.statistical tabulations o onal
:and regional estimates forinumber of visits, percent distribution,; and
population-ratesofinse are.Published as soon. as possible after each
annual cyclgla:a9mPlete. More e detailed-tabulations and analyses
which-present viaitcharatteristics byJmajor physician sgeCtalty grouPs,-
patient groups, diagnostic eategoriesrtreatmentprovided, and disposi-'
tion. Cross tabulations 'ofuse= -common:Visit Characteristics wilt 'be
published when sufficient data aboUt th4m are available to meet practical
standards of-precision. These.data.are released through the Center'S
Vital andHealth.-Statistica Series (Seri-ea- 13). Other modes of pupil
Um, including theyariouajourna and'neyslettets of the NA CS
endorsing organizations, will also- rovide a meansof releasing data to
the medical community. In additio data tapes will bemade available:
when documentatien of the dard.is omplete and its validity is chacRed.

As- part of-the procedures designed to protect the identity of
.patients, the Patient Logs contairjing the-names-of:the patients are
detachable fram the Patient Records. At the enCOgIthe reporting period,

.the_yarient Logs, and thuS the names of the patients, are reta4led by the
Physician., Sample physicians are,further assured that "all information
which would permit identification of an individual, a practice clean
establishment will be held confidential, will be-used only by persons
engaged in and for the purposes of the survey, and-will not be disclosed
or released to-other persons or used-for any other purpose." All,findin
are released inIthe form of summary statistics which preclude enrAndi-
vidual identifidation.

USES OF THE DATA

AMCS provides:amide range of baseline data on the charac e
the users and providers of ambulatory medical care. Theae baseline dAtat,,,,_
together with trend data as-the survey progresses, will'provide new
insights into ambulatory medical care and timulate further research on
the us, organization,'-and delivery'of ambulatory care.

The manner in which ambulatory care is actually dispensed, as described
by the survey, can be related to contemporary arrangements for ad4cating
and training. physicians-and other health personnel to provide ambulatory
medical care, Particularly primary care. Such comparisons will augg
useful new directions, and emphasis that can be incorporated in the
curricula, helping to make medical.education more responsive to4the-
shifting requirements and health.problems of the population. NOWS.
.informatiOn will be useful to health planning agencies, ManageiS,of health
delivery systems, and others concerned-With planning, monitoring, and
managing health care resources, and it will be valuable to those develop-
ing and evaluating new,and- modified health care systems and arrangements-.
The continuing nature of the survey will- permit observation and measure-
ment over time oftlifferent methods for managing and. treating pattentpt-
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Troblems, and it will pr Vide generaljnfo
epidemiology of seleetpd conditions,
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advances-in medical practice are adopted by
care, the officebased physician.
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e basic source of medical



Between 1963 and 1969, the. National Center for Health 'statistics
conduCted surveys of-inifsinglumnes and their residents on an ad hoc

With.the implementation of the-t-Medicaid and Medicare progtaMs,
the increased utilization- of hOmes, and the projected increases
in the aged,pnpulation, those who set standards fOr, Plan, provide; and
assess long-terM Care services needed comprehensive national'data on a
tontinuing.basis. INTO meet their needs, the-Nationallqufain&Home,Survey--System as developed in 1972, with the initial. survey in -the. System
conducted in 1974-74,the second conducted in -1977,' and future surveys
.planned'every three yearS:--

PURPOSH'ANH SCOPE .

This continuing data collection system is a series. of nationwide samPle
surveys of nursing hoMes, their residents and staff: The purposes of a.

the surveys are:

To collect national baseline data on characteristics of the
nursing home, its services, residents, and staff for all nursing
homes in the Nation., regardless of Whether or not they are
participating in Federal-programs such as Medicare or Medicaid.

- ;To co/lett data an the costs incurred bythe facility for
providing care by major components such as labor, fixed, ope ing,
and miscellaneous costs.

To collect data on Medicare and Medicaid certification (such as
utilization of certified beds'and the health of residents,
receiving program benefits) so that all data can be analyzed
by certification status.

To_provide oMparable data for valid trend analyses on a variety
of topics. Such analyses can, for example, identify the impact
of legislative changes in standards and reimbursement on the
growth .of facilities and the impact of institutionalization on
the health of-the aged.

- To interrelate facility, staff, and resident data to reveal the
relationships that existbetween utilization, services offered,
charges for care, and the cost of providingsare.

For the initial survey
,.conducted in'1973-74, the univers_-included-only

oi nursing-homes which provided some level'of nursin care, regardless
, .,whether or-not they were participating-in the Medicare or. Medicaid

programs. Thus, homes providing only personal of domiciliary care were
excludedt, Beginning with the 1977 survey, the universe was expanded to
include all nursing, personal care, and domidiliary care htimes,.-



regar esa of their participation .Medicare or Medirtild.-.-,80ies which
nroVi e room and beard only are-excluded, Ift'both surveys, homes in-the
-universe included these which were -operated under:proprietary, nonprofit,,
and government,anspices. .The-UniVetseincludid,hames which were units
of a larger institution' (usnally a hospital or retirement,penter

SAMPLE DESIGN

The,MasterFacility'InventorY (Mw') listiqg is thenniverse-from
thesample hempas.are,selected.- The 1171 listing, maintained by NCR
contains basic.; information about the'home (such as name, address, s
ownership, number of residents, and number of staff) that is-needed
design.efficient sampling plans.-,

Resident data are collected by reviewing medical records.and quest ning-
the nurse who, usually provides care for the resident. Residents'- r not
interviewed directly. The respense rates for the surveys differed
according to the type of questionnaire, as presented-below.-

Response Rate
,Questiennsire -1973-74' Survey" 1227 ILIrie-

Tacility
: -97% .';95%--

rense_ $8% 85%-
Staff 82% 81%
Resident

. 98% 9.9%,
Discharges , 97%

The initial survey, conducted from'August 1973-April 1974, had a
nationally representative sample of 2,100 pursing homes, with a 'sub-
sample of 25,000,staff and 20,000-residents. The second survey, conduc-

.

.ted from May-December 1977, had i total,aample of 1,700 nursing homes,:
with a subaample of 18,900 staff; 8Mb residents, and-5,900 discharged
residents.

DATA COLLECTION-PROCEDURES AND

The survey system uses several questionnaires. The facility question-
naire includes questions on number of beds and residenti, services

,

provided, certification'status, and various utilizatiOnmeaiures. The
eliPense.questionnaire includes questions on the:facility 8,expenses by
major Eomponents, suCh=ae labor, fixed, operating, and miscellaneous
expanses. ,-The staff questionnaire includes questions on training,

.previous salary, duties perforted,,and fringe benefits. The
-current-resident questionnaire includes queations about the resident's'
demographic characteristics, health status, functional status,-partici-
pation in social, activitiea,, monthIy-charge, and source of payment.
Included in the 1977-surVey,was the discharged-resident questionnaire
which included some of the saMe question's as the current-resident
questionnaire, selected on the basis of their availability in the
medical record.



Theisurvey has a number _ :respondents in a home and is a combination'
ofhpersOnal.interview and self-adminiatered'questionnaires. Facility
information is secured through a 20-minute personal intervtew with the
administrator. Expense data are collected on a self- administered
questionnaire,'requiring about 3.0.mlnutes to answer, completed by
facility's accountant under authorization from the administrator.
Sampled staff.members complete a brief form that requires-about five
minutes to complete, Information on sample current residents is secured
by the interviewer in-a personal interview with the nurse who provides
care'tothe resident and who refers to information from the medical
record. About 15 minutes,is required for each'sample resident. For
the 1977 surveyi.information.onthe sample discharged residents was
secured by the interviewer in a 13ersonal interview with the nurse who
wasraost.familiar with the medical records and who' referred to them for,
replying to all questions.

The 1977 surveY,included severe. l, modifications of the 1973-74 survey
-design and methodology:

- Collecting data on discharged resident-
of health status, length of a ay, and
after-discharge.

Collecting data
expenses.

especially in the areas
re the resident goes

the revenues of he' facility as well as

- Producing estimates for five States with 'the largest
of, nursing 'home residents.

_
.

- Limiting respondent reporting by Ilhiting subsanip es of sidents
and discharges to a maximum of eight per facility, arid of staff
to 23 per facility.

DATA PROCESSING METHODS

All data items are edited to assure that all responses are accurate;
logical, and complete. Those items left unanswered are imputed by
assigning a value from a responding unit with Major characteristics
'identical to those of the nonresponding unit.

RELEASE OF DATA

National estimates are available to requesters in the form of tabulatons,
NCBS-publicationsi and data tapes. Tableaare aggregated so that no one
_respondent can -be identified. Similarly,/no identifying:information
Concerning the facility, staff, or esidents is contained on-the data
tapes, although a pseudo identification'nmtber allows linkage of.data
among the-yarious files.



A report analyzing provisional tabulations is available -I months after
:a collection ends. Selected final tabulations are released sixMo-is later. Data,Sre analyzed and presented in the:14CM Vital and

Health Statistiot:Series,Seriesj3. These reports-preSent data on the
facility (utilization; expenses, services),. residents.(demographic
characteristics, health status, services received, charges), and thestaff (number, training, experience). Once data have been reviewed andanalyzed, data tapes aro available forreleaSe p'requesters.

USES OF THE DATA

Nursing. homes are the most rapidly expanding sector of -health careindustry. Federal and State funds spent for nursing home tate have been:increasing each year. Thus,.national. data on costs and 'tlhe'oharanter-
istics of the nursing home, its residents, and staff are needed,on a
continuing basis by the Departuatt of 1ealth, F.duoation and Welfare
for program planning and the setting of national policies. congressneeds information on the interrelationship among facility-reSident-cost:data in order to draft legislation on standards and reimbursement. Inaddition, these data. are needed by professionals, who conduct epidem16-:
logical research and those who plan, provide, and assess Long-term care
services:at State and local levels.



G Y TEM FOR P MUM' F

BACKGROUND

The National Reporting $ystein = for Family -Planning Services (NRSFP

Prevides information about the characteristics of persons receivi
medical family planalng services at family planning service sites
throughout the United States and its territories.' Responsib=ility for
operating the,NRSFFS was delegated to NCHS in 1968 by the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Health and ScientificAffairs of the Department
of Health,-Education,' and Welfare, which had in' turn been designated
by the then Bureau of the Budget as the focal point for Federal family
planning statistical activities.

The MRSFFS was established.in order to produce unifOrm, comparable
statistical information on federally supported/family planning programs
and, to the extent possible, on those of other public and private
organizations. Thus, InCluded in the scope of the reporting system are
all grant recipients under the Health Services Administration (HSA)
umbrella (i.e., Title V, Title K, Indian Health, Community Health Center
projects, etc.) as well as family planning services provided by service
sites affiliated with Planned Parenthood/World Population.and other
private organizations'that do not receive funds from any Federal agency.

SAMPLEDESiGN

F'rem'its initiation 1968 until' June 30, 1977, the system collected
information from all identified family planning service sites on
100-percent basis. Pis of July 1, 1977 the system was changed to a
sample survey. ,This.ehange, was made primarily because'of the large
increase in the volume of records (from less than one million'in 1972
to about six million ix 1976) and the data processing costs associated
with the increase.'

The sample arvey is based on a two-stage stratified sample design.
For selection of the initial sample, an unduplicated list of service
sites was compiled from several sources (a) sites already. enrolled
in the NRSFPS; (b) update of the 1974 Tnyentery of Family Planning

(c) a list of grantees underlicleay and X; and (d) a current
list of Planned Parenthood/World PopulatiOn affiliated clinics. Prior,
to sample selection, the identified universe was ordered by State,groups,'

'-forned by combining States containingiiimilar numbers of clinics. The
clinics we=re stratified into three size classes; then, within the three
size classes; the service sites.vere ordered'by State and'county.

The final 1977 first
were selected, from the
planning service sites
These 1,500 service sites
mately 300,000 visits per

sample consisted of 1,500 service Sites-which-
al universe of the-approximately 6,000 family:
_ntified in the United States and its territories.
are expected to provide information onapproxi-
year.
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The second- stage sample consists of a sample of Eamily,planning visits
makle to the sample service sitesthe sampling rate being dependent .upon
the size and location of the service site. Thus, the visits are sampled
at a variable rate, depending on the volume of visits made to a service;
site. yor example, some site6 provide information on every patient,
same sample visits on an eirery-other-patient basis, some on every tenth
patient? etc. Nationally, the sample containa about one-fourth- ofthe
clinic and about 5,0 percent of all family planning patient visits.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDUR

A form, the Clinic Visit Record (CVR), containing the items of inform
tion to be 'reported for each visit in the NRSPPS sample, is provided to
tbe clinic for completion at the time of the patient visit. Demographic
and socioeconomic. characteristics (e.g., age, race/ethnicity, family
size) are filled in by administrative staff from existing records and
by questioning the patient. All information on pregnancy and contra-
ceptive history, medical services provided at the visit, and contraLeptive
method at the end of the visit are completed by the medical provider.

For sites that provide data on only a sample of patient visits, a patient
log is kept to identify the patients for whom a CVR is to be completed.
At option of the site a CVR may be completed for all patients, in
which case the sample is selected either by the local data,processor or
by NCHS.. Sample sites either may use the CVR provided by NCHS, or they
may use their own forms. If a site wishes tc use a form of its own, it
Must be sent to NCHS for review and approval prior to its use.

For Sample sites whih are part of a local automated system, their
completed CVR's arc sent to, the-1ocal data processing organization where,the data are coded, edited, arid put'on magnetic tape. The tapes from
the local ADP system are then sent to the central processor, the National
Center for Health Statistics. Local systems may elect to do their,own-
sampling prior to .submiSsion of tapes, in Which.cese the data tape will
contain only the appropriate number'of sample visits. However, most of
the sampling will be LIonaucted by NCHS.

CONTENT OF THE CLINIC VISIT COT

The CVR contains iteing of in'forrtnation for both the sampledSite and the
patient. Each patient is classified as a "new" or "continuation" family
planning patient. Demographic and socioeconomic information reported
are date of,birth, race, ethnicity, years of school completed, current
student status, gross family income for the past A -2 months, and the
number of persons supported by that income.

For women only, a pregnancy history is obtained' that includes the lumber
of liVe births and the number of pregnancies that ended in stillbirth or
abortion. A contraceptive use historyiSincluded for all patients to
identify those Who'haVeever used:a method ofbirth control regularly.
For those who have, there is additional infermation'_about the most
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reCently:nead methods) -- whether it is still used, how long it was used
.and where the method was prescribed or obtained; The contraceptive:,
Method(s) adopted at the end of the visit is indicated, as is the

--:reason, (e g., pregnant, or an igfertility patient) if there is no method
adopted

DATA PROCESSING AND UALITY CONTROL METHODS

As a part of the quality control procedure a spebial subsample-of 200
clinics was selected in order to assess the,problems encountered by site
personnel in following spedifications for selecting sample visits and
completing the CVR. During the first year of the Survey, visits to thede
sample clinics are planned-in order to evaluate the accuracyof informa
tion being collected and to determine how well the survey piOcedures are
-being carried out. As problems are discovgred, all cainica'in!the total
sample will be contacted in anatter:rot to correct the prOlOS.

Coding of all information on CVR's re, -1.'Bd in hard copy form is verified
n a 100 percent basis. All data, including records received.'on punc]tied
ards and magnetic tape, are edited on a sample basis to determine if the
records are in,scope for the survey based on the- definitions of a user,
patient, or visit. Appropriate actions are initiated to resolve all
errors, ,inconsistencies, and omissions of data as soon as they are
detected. Further, clinics that at'e delinquent in reporting are contacted
to determine the reaSon(s) for the delinquency.

Annual summary estimates will'he'made for the Nation, the 10 DREW regions,
and each State. Preliminary estimates are expected:to be available
withinsix months .of the completion of .data collection.: Data will be,
published in `Advance Data Reports and in Series 13 of the Vital and Health

atistics Series.

S OF THE DATA

Alprtmaryusa of data fwm the NRSfPS:is the annual update of the "_Fi 7
Year Flan'for Family Planning Services and Population Research," a report
required-by P.L. 9463 from the Secretary-0 the Department of Health,

'.Education, and Welfare to. the Congress. In addition, the NRSFPS proVides
statistics on the numb-ii\Of -family planning visits according to patient
charaCteristics, and on the number and typeSof -Services provided to
family planning Patients. The hRSFPS iaat major-source of data on family
planning service site utilization which can be used for-measuring the
impact and effectiveness of the family .planning program on the target
population (high risk and medically indigent groups);-Data obtained-on
users of family planning service sites can be used for various health,
population, nd research evaluation purposes. The data may also be used
by.management spicialistt in the field of family planning as'arLaid In
evaluation of present family planning programsand'esia tool in Planning-,
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for expanded pr6grame Finally,.the data from the NRSYPS can be used
to statistical relationships .among ser.s: the.
services provided, and the characteristics'of.the family planning Qe
Sites.



BACKGROUND

The Master Facility Inventory, (MFI) iaasomprehensive fi.le.of the
33,`000 . facilities in the United-States which provide medical, nursing,
personal, or custodial care to groups of unrelated persons an,an
"inpatient" (at' least overnight) basis. Facilities in.the MFI aro
categorized into three broad types:' hospitals, both short- and Iong-
stay;-bursing and related care Komes; And.:other custodial or remedial
care facilities:including homes or resident schools for the deaf, blind,
mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, other neurologically impaired,
or physically handicapped; resident treatment centers for alcohol and
drug abuSers; orphanages or-hames'for dependent children; and homes for
untied mothers. It is. the most comprehensivO file of inpatient health

--facilities available in the United.States.

OSE ARO SCOPE

The MFI .has two basic purposes. It is an important national source of
statistics on the number; type and geographic distribution of inpatient

n the United States. In addition, it serves as the universe
from which-:p_obability samples are selected fer conducting, sample surveys.

DATA COLLECTION PkkEDURES

The MFI was first-assembled -in 1962-63, by,collaring the fi. es of four
Federal agencies which contained the names and addresses of facilities,
directories of national associations and organizations, and State
licensure files.

Two mechanisms are used to keep the data in the MFI,as current as
'possible. For all facilities except hospitals, NCHS conducts a series
of mail surveys to (1) insure that the data on file on the basic charac-
teristics-of the facilities are accurate, ancr(2) identify and then
delete thoge facilities that haVe gone out of bUsiness or are no longer
eligible for inclusion: These surveys are conducted on an approximately
biennial basis.

In additiod, at regular intervals State -licensute agencies, national
.voluntary associations, and other appropriate sources send o NCHS,their
most recent directories- or lists of new facilities. -These liati'aredirectories
than matChed with the .mest:.current'MFI file_ and 'facilities
not already included are added.

For,hospitals, data were gathered annually in a joint survey cif the.
American Hospital Association (AHA) and NCHS. The contractual arrange
meat which in effect Merged the hospital portion of the MFI wtth the
AHA's annual survey of hospitals began.in 1968. Through 1975, the AHA-
performed the_data collection (during October-January each year) for
its member hospitals, while NCHS performed the:data collection for the
apProximately 400 non-AHA registered hospitals. The AHA processed both
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portions of the survey according to the sa ,edit-And proces-
fications and,delivered_ to NCHS two edited tapes, one for ARA hospitals
and one for nonmember hospitals. Beginning In 1976 the. ARA surveys all
hospitals as pad of its,annual..survey, and NCHS:purchases a-data'tape.
from the ABA. All of these surveys of facilities have consistently
achieved response rates of 90 percent or higher.,

With the implementation of the health facilities cOmponent.of the-
Cooperative Health. Statistics System -(CHSS),' health facilities data for
a State are collected and processed by the State CHSS contractor as 4:
byproduct ofthe licensure renewal process. Edited data are then
provided on computer tape to NCHS on an annual basis'. Data. for all
facilities- except hospitals in States:not:currently participating in
the CHSS continue to be collected by NCHS on a biennial basis.

CONTENT OF DATA COLLECTION -INSTRUMENTS

The following types of data are,collected for the three categories of-
facilities

Hospitals: Ownership; major type of se e.offered; whether
various facilities and services are offered; number of beds,
admissions, inpatient days of care, and discharge4; patient census;
number of bassinets, live, births, and newborn days of care; out-
patient uitlization; number of surgical operations; revenu
expenses, and assets; and staffing.

Nursing Homes: Ownership; major type of ..rvioe;:licensed and
staffed beds; beds certified for Medicare and Medicaid,,admission
policy with regard to age., sex, and various. conditions;:catient,
census by age and Sex'; inpatient days of care; number of admissions,
discharge6,.and deaths; staffing; who is in charge of-nursing care;.-
'number ofpatients receiving nursing care; services routinely
provided;,baslaYmonthly charge;. and operating expenses.

Other-Facili Ownership; major type of.service; licensed and
staffed beds; beds certified as intermediste=carebeds; admission
.poll6y regarding age and sex; patient census by age and sex;
inpatient days of care; number of admissions, :discharges, and
deaths; staffing; basic monthly charge; and operating expenses.

ApprmaMately.'30 minutes: is needed tb complete: one..of the questionnaires.

DATA PROCESSING ANTI

The MFI is considered to be the-most comprehensive file of inpatient
health facilities available in the United States. In order. tomeasUre
statistically the extent of:its scope of coveregei a Complement Survey
was developed:- It is an application of a generaltechnique,oftencalled
'multiframe survey-.!" In this application there are two`
Master Facility 'Inventory and,a-gepgraphic area sample list.- :From a



probability area Sample, all institutions found in-the sample areas are-
identified and the probability with which each comes into the sample is
determined. Those inpatient health facilities found in the area satple
survey (the Complement Survey) are matched against the M51 list of,.
laalities -for that area. Any in-scope facility discovered in this
sample survey but missed by the MIT constitutes undercoverage and an
appropriate weight is assigned to the missed facility. Since 1973 the
Current Population Survey of the Bureau of the,Census has been used for
the Compledent Survey.

Data for nonresponding 'facilities, as well as data for questions- not
answered on the-returned questionnaires, are obtained through, various
types of imputation procedures. Whenever possible, data from the pre-
vious MFI survey are used to replace missing data. For those responding
facilities that omitted data which are not available from a previous
surrey, an imputation method is used. In this method all facilities of
the same type are stratified by predetermined variables such as bed size
groi.ps, ownership categories, and major type of service. Missing data
for a facility are then supplied by using the data from a facility of
like characteristic's. When a responding facility fails' to answer any
of the major questions (e.g.. bed size, ownership, type of facility,
number of patients), a followup questionnaire containing the questions
they omitted is sent to them and they are asked again to answer.

SE OF DATA

Data from the,MFI surveys are published in- various NCHS reports. The
annuad editions of Health Resources Statistics contain the most current
available data (often preliminary estimates) from these surveys. Final
data are published in Series 14 oeVital and Health Statistics and in a
special series reporting data by county and SMSA (one for hospitals -and
one for nursing homes).- Directories of facilities for the mentally
retarded and of 'nursing homes have been published from the NFl survey

'data,' Methodology reports appear in Series 1 and 2 of Vital and Health
a i t.cs ; IlSaddition, the AMA's annual publication Hospitals:_ .TAFIA

sue, is based on the hospital survey.

The Min data also are released in the form of (1) special tabulations
red specifically for individual requests; computer!tspea; 'and'
xintouts or listings from the data tapes.

Approa mately 45=50 tape Copies are purchased annually by such organiza-
-tions as drug,companies, State governments, other Federal agencies;
'private contractors working on projects for other government agencies,
universities, and national health care organizations.

Only the financial data from the annual hospital surveys. are confidential;
all other information is available for individual hospitals.- liortiOns of
the nursing home and other _health facility-data are, however 'collected -

under ia of confdentiality and can only be released in statistical
':aggregates, or with all- identification items stripped.



NATIO IN VENTORY OP F y PING CLINICS

The data generated by this inventory serve three important purposes
First, the inventorY"provides characteristics data-on "all!' family

as such, constitute the only source for these data on a national basis.

planning clinics in the United States,"regardless of their funding, and,

Second, these data'greatly.enhance the analytical potential of the
National Reporting System for Family Planning Services (NRSFPS) by
determining the actual universe of which the NRSFPS clinics area part;
these data, when .combined with'the NRSFPS data, are of great use in the
evaluation of and planning for family planning facilities; as well as
in research studies related to the family planning area. The third
purpose of this inventory is to serveaa a universe source for the'
NRSFPS, and for other sample surveys the Center may conduct in this area

[

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE INVENTORY UNIVERSE

During 1972-73, the-Centerbegan developing the list of family planning
clinics for this inventory. The first step involved` contacting all
possible sources that might have listings; directories, magnetic tapes,
etc.; of family planning clinics. These included Federal, "State, and
focal goveraMent agencies, national organizations, and private agencies.

To_determine how- many long-term care facilities provided family plahning
-services, a question was included in the Center's.1973 Master Facility
Inventory (MFI) survey of .all. custodial and remedial care facilities.
In addition, from the annual hospital surveys of the MFI, #formation
was obtained on those hospitals that offered family planning services.

The Office of Education's 1972-73 Higher Education Directory waa used as
the source for a letter mailing -in the spring of 1973 to all college and
'university health units or infirmaries to determine which ones provided
family planning,, on campus-:.

The. listings, directories, forms, etc., received from these. c urces were
merged and Unddplicated, to yield a,tetal initial list of I4,.24 poten-
tial service sites.

,As a final effort to "clean" the listing prior to the first national
.

survey, a letter was mailed in October 1973 to all the prOjects
to:

confrm'the addresa listings to minimize the proble
undeliverable questionnaires,

confirm that each: of the projects or programs did
provide family planning services, and'

3) determine the name and actual location of fami n ing
clinics for-which the addressee -was` operationally responsble.
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These mailings produced a 95-percent response rate and resulted
reduction of the universe to 10,321 facilities, 5,857 of which prdv
medical family plan g services and 4,464 of which were treated as
nonmedical providers':

BIENNIAL SURi EY PROCEDURES

The first survey of all facilities identified in the'inventory was begun
in April 1974. Data collection extended from April through August 1974
and consisted of ,an initial mailout of the questionnaire to the _10,321
presumed.providers, two followup mailings, and`. final telephone followups,
to nOnrespondents Information was obtained on the clinic'S Phyqical
location; ownership; "catchinent" area; tunding sources; frequency and
types of, sessions; patient characteristics; contraceptive, medical, and
ancillary` services offered; and staffing. Approximately 30-45 minute
were needed to complete-the questionnaire.

As a result of the processing of the survey data, those lacil ies
proved to be nonproviders, out of husiness, out of scope, duplicates,
or postmaster returns, were deleted and some additions were made 'to.-the
list of medical providers, resulting in a revised universe of 9,781.
facilities, of which 5,719 were medical and 4,062 were nonmedical service
sites. A total of 8,170 service-sites responded in whole or, part to this
first survey, for an overall response rate of 83.5 percent.

The 1975-76 inventory contained 7,234 sites, 4,660 of which were a
and 2,574 of which were nonmedical service sites; this'represened
82-percent response rate. A 1978 inventory was conducted in the,p
May through August. St used a briefer questionnaire that required
about 15 minutes to complete.

USES OF THE DATA

Three Center reports deal with data from"this survey. A Series
Vital and Health Statistics Series report provides a detailed des
of the methodology used.in assembling tha inventory and in develop
the survey procedures and materials. Reports describing facility
teristics and services offered'are published in Series 14. In eclat
a Monthly Vital Statistids Re ort (MVSR) supplement reported on .P
and staff, characteristics from the first inventory.

Within the Center, the Division o Health Resoures Uti
Statistics uses these data to augment their analyses of
patient data generated by the National Reporting System
Family Planning Services.

d

Y

ation

2 The Office of `Family. Planning in the Bureau of Community Heal

Services, Health,Services Administration; in =conjunction with
'Planned Parenthood-World Population, uses these data in their
preparation of the Department's annual Congressional Five-l'eat
Update report on family planning services.
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ddition'ro the published reports; these data :will be re eased in the
form of (1) special tabUlation prepared specificellY for individual
requests, (2) computer tapes, and (3).printoutsnr listingb fro_m the
data tape

As these data are collected without 'any referenc
they are free of such restrictions,: and all data
availabit for individual Clinica.

Two mechanisms are being developed to increase the reliability of the
survey data from thajnVentory. the firaCof these concerns the-developr
mtnt of a complement universe (sisailar to that used for the WI) to- be
used aa a statistical measure of the extent -of the Coverage of the
inventory. The second:is the developMentof,a systematic reporting
mechanism to identify newly established clinics for addition to -the
invOtory.

ite
confident ality

collected are



BACKGROUND.

HEALTH MANPOWER DRIES AND $,

From 1966 to 1974 the primary responsibility for.the collection
health manpower-data rested with the Bureau of. Health Manpower (BHM).
During that period the NCHS health manpower data. action activities
were limitetito a few allied health occupations and the 1pBS-published
statistics on health manpower were derived-liariely from secondary .=#'

rces. In November 1974, the responsibility for the collection of
general-purpbse health manpower data'waS transferred from BHM to NCHS.
In 1977 NCHS was given the delegation of authority, under Section 708
of Public Law 94-484 tHealth Professions Educational Assistance Act),
for_, establishing a program, including a uniform health professions data
reporting system, to collect, compile;, and analyze data on health
professions'persannel.

The primary purpose of the Center's health manpower data collection
activities is to produce reliable general-purpose statistics on the
distribution and availability and the,demographic, educational, a d

i

practice characteristics of persons employed in the health occUpa ions.
For the 13 health occupations that are licensed in all of the-50 totes
and the-District of Columbia, data are collected on an inventory asig-
covering all licensees in each State. These occupations are dOctors
of medicine:, doctors/ef osteopathy, pharmacists, chiropractors, dentists,
dental hygienists,'iegistered nurses, licensed. practical nurses, nursing
home administrators, optometrists, physical therapists, podiatrists,,and
veterinariansData are obtained on the remaining health occupations
largely through special-purpose surveys of facilities or other employers'.,
This approach is required because of the large number. ,of etployers of,
allied health workers; the,limited use of.licensure in the field, the
large and rapidly growing numbers and types of allied health workers,:
and the inadequate hiatorical data base,ry

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES.

The health manpower inventories.are conducted through the mechanism, of
the Cooperative Health Statistics System (CHSS). Those States which are
participants in the CHSS collect and process the,data according to
specifications provided by NCHS and provide NCHS with a data tape., For
those St4es not currently participating in the CHSS,,data for selected
occupations are collected by either a private'agency organization
representing the-health Profession, Under contract to the .Center.

The data collection is performed in conjunction ith each State's
licensure renewal mechanism; either on an annual or biennial basis as
dictated by the licensing procedures' in the State. The licensure-
imechanisi offers!a number of distinct advantages for the development
of a data system fOr the production;of timely, accurate, and complete
statistics on health manpower. .Licensure data provide accurate counts



and distributiona,by.geographic areas of health manpower and
contain the necessary information for contacting all persons employed
in a health profession in order to obtain additional detail.

Theo.inventory data are obtained by means of a self -adiinistere ques n-
ngire Which is eirher.mailed out as an attachment to the application for
license or enclosed. as a separate:form. Both mail and telephone follovup
procedures are used with nonrespondents. Approximately, 10 minutes is
required for the completion of a questionnaire. Item completion rates
of at leagt 90 percent are generally. achieved and Coverage approaches
100 percent of the universe.

The-health manpower surveys conducted by the Center are of two types:
(1) censuses of facilities to gather headcount data for detailed lists
of healthoccupations employed in such facilities as hospitals, nursing
homes, group. practices and.clinics; and (2) surveys of facilities to
gather detailed information about specific types of health workers, such
as nursing personnel in hospitals; health care administration personnel,
and public health personnel.

The mail questionnaire represents the primary method of data,collection
for most of these surveys. Both mail and telephone follo4up Procednres
are utilized. Time required for completion Of rhe,questionnaires varies,
depending upon the Content 'of the particular.survey; Response to these
survey-a generally exceeds 80percent.

CONTENT OF THE Q9ESTiONNAIRES

P-or the health manpower inventories occupation - specific -minimum data sets,
(MDS) have been .established for some of- the'13 occupations. Each MDS
totsists of Standard core items basic to all 13 health professions'and
additional data items-unique-to the specific occupation; 'The following
items -,are generally included for all ocCupations:

Administrative-71icensing.8tate,.occupation, type of
action, name and Mailing address-.of licensee

Censure

Education and training--location 00°1 of gradua
of graduation, education or highest degree.

year.

Demographic 'characteristics .date. of birth, sex, marita
race/ethnicity.

Employment characteristics-°years active in the occupation, aeeks
worked in the past 12 months, current activity status, geographic
location of place ofpractice-one yeai:agogeographicjocation,
of current primary place of work, Principal:setting of primary
activity, number of hours usually spent per week by type of
activity, and occupational specialty.



The Center's health manpower surveys vary in content andpurpose a
minimum, the censuses of'facilitieS.obtain. information on full or part-
time statusand'credentialing statos. The:sample surveys generally
are designed to obtain data on peribngleharacteristics,- educational
background, practice setting, loca06n,-,-and specialty.

DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES

The/data from the inventories and surveys are generally processed by the
agenty,ororganiiation'responsible for t1ie datacollection.T'Htandardized
ceding, editing, and-imputation procedures are developed by the:Center
and provided to the contractor for Ourposesofinsuring both theqnality
and Comparability of the data. The Center unduplicates the edited data

'-.Pnorder to,aCcount let persenalicensed by more than one State. In
addition, the Center performs considerable verificationand.crosS-checking-

.df the ,data against other-lists and sources of health-manpower

RELEASE OF DATA

The unduplicated data are summarized and disseminated by NCHS to all
participating agencies 'in a mariner that is comparable among State and
local areas in terms of content, definitions, and format. The data
appear in the following Center publications: Vital and Health Statistics
Series 14 reports, Health Resources Statistics, and a series of State
reports. Special tabulations are available upon request, and copies of
-many of the data tapes may be.purchased. The data tapes are stripped
f all identifiable information pert' ining to individuals.

Analysis of the data is intended to fulfill the fdllowing purposes:
to assess current health manpoWer capabilities relative to the needs
for health services at the local, State, and national levels; to project
future demands on the'supply of health-manpower; to,inorease the-effi=
cidncy of such data-collection efforts; and to reduce the effort and
coats involved in disseminating and using health manpower information.-
Theinventories can also be used as a sampld frame fbr special surveys
designed to obtain more detailed or.s ecialized information.
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